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A brief  history of  the OCI surveys 
• Under the Digital Economy Act (DEA 2010), UK communications regulator Ofcom 

acquired an obligation to monitor copyright infringement.   Sections 11 and 12 provided 
for a code under which Internet Service Providers would have to limit Internet access to 
infringers which would have been enacted by a Statutory Instrument (this was laid before 
Parliament twice but never passed). 

• The Hargreaves Review of  Intellectual Property and Growth recommended in 2011 that 
Ofcom should not wait until its formal reporting duties arising from the Digital Economy 
Act began, and start immediately to gather independent data so that trends could be 
established. The Government adopted this recommendation and tasked Ofcom and IPO 
to work together.

• Ofcom worked with market research company Kantar to develop a survey instrument to 
capture both lawful and unlawful consumption of  online content. The first 4 waves of  the 
survey were run in 4 subsequent quarters in 2012 and 2013 with a large sample size 
(4,400 individuals, representative of  UK 12+ population), and a hybrid online and face-
to-face survey methodology (520+ different questions with 5,000+ data points). 

• Waves 5 - 8 were commissioned by the IPO since 2015, again from Kantar, and always 
run in Q2 (March-May) to match Wave 4. Wave 9 (2019) was commissioned from a new 
supplier, AudienceNet. No survey was conducted in 2014.



Why attractive for creative industries research 
beyond copyright infringement? 

Demographics Access	to	and	use	of	services

Gender
Age
Social	class	(ABC1,	C2DE)
Marital	status
Working	status
Presence	of	children	(age,	gender)
Number	of	adults	in	household
VPN	use	(from	2015)

Internet	Access
Frequency	of	Internet	Use
TV	Services
Sites	or	services	used	to	download	/	stream	or	access	
/	share	(from	2015)
Subscriptions	(from	2016)

Reported	behaviour Attitudes	and	perceptions

Music	- Games	- Computer	Software	- Films	- TV	
Programmes (including	Sport	programmes from	
2018)	- Books
Spend
Frequency	of	downloading	/	streaming	/	sharing
Total	number	of	works	downloaded	/	streamed	/	
shared
Paid	v	Free	

Awareness	of	online	services
Statements	/	Opinions
Personal	reasons	/	Motivations
Confidence	about	what	is	and	is	not	legal	online
What	would	make	infringers	stop	infringing
Willingness	to	pay	(removed	in	wave	8)

Rich behavioural data. Infringements constructed from use and pay variables. Example – 2013 
“deep dive”:  Number of  illegal files = files downloaded + files streamed - files paid for - legal files



Which	sites	or	service	shave	you	used	in	the	past	3	months	to	download,	stream\access,	or	share	MUSIC tracks	or	
albums	through	the	internet?	Please	read	the	list	through	carefully	and	indicate	all	that	apply.
All	variables

- 7	Digital

- Amazon	\ Amazon	mp3	\ Kindle

- Amazon	Music	(from	wave	6)

- Apple	Music	(from	wave	6)

- A	messaging	app	(e.g.	Facebook	Messenger,	WhatsApp)
(added	in	wave	8)

- BitTorrent	software

- Deezer	(added	in	wave	8)

- eDonkey \ eMule

- Email

- eMusic

- Facebook

- FilesTube (removed	in	wave	8)

- Free	music	download	app	(on	a	mobile	phone	or	tablet	PC)

- FTP	software

- flvto.biz (added	in	wave	8)

- Gnutella

- Google	(Search	Engine)

- Google	Play	\ Android	Marketplace

- Grooveshark

- Spotify

- Soundcloud

- Tesco	(removed	in	wave	8)

- Tidal	(added	in	wave	6)

- Torrentz (removed	in	wave	7)

- uTorrent

- Vevo	(added	in	wave	8)

- We7	(removed	in	wave	8)

- Windows	Messenger (removed	in	wave	7)

- www.clipconverter.cc	
(added	in	wave	6	and	removed	in	wave	8)

- Yousendit (removed	in	wave	8)

- YouTube

- youtube-mp3.org	
(added	in	wave	6	and	removed	in	wave	8)

- Zune	(removed	in	wave	8)

- Other	website	or	service

- None/haven't	used	(removed	in	wave	8)

- Don’t	know	(removed	in	wave	8)

- HMV	Digital

- Isohunt

- iTunes	\ App	Store	\ ibookstore \ Apple	Store

- Kodi (added	in	wave	7)

- KickAssTorrents (removed	in	wave	7)

- Last	FM	(removed	in	wave	8)

- Listentoyoutube.com (added	in	wave	8)

- Limewire (removed	in	wave	7)

- MediaFire

- MP3Skull

- Napster

- Pandora	(added	in	wave	7)

- Pirate	Bay

- Play.com (removed	in	wave	8)

- Rapidshare (removed	in	wave	8)

- Rhapsody	(added	in	wave	7)

- Software	or	service	used	to	convert	an	online	stream	to	a	file

- Sony	Entertainment	Network	- Music	Unlimited	\ Video	Unlimited	\
Playstation Network

Access	to	and	use	of	services

Sites	or	services	used	to	download	/	stream	or	access	/	share



Have	you	[downloaded	/	streamed	or	accessed	/	shared]	any	of	the	
following	[ever	/	in	the	past	three	months]?
Variables	present	from	wave	4	(2013)	to	wave	8	(2018)

- Yes	- music	tracks	or	albums	(excluding	online	radio	stations)
- Yes	- music	videos
- Access	to	the	Internet	at	home	on	a	games	console
- Yes	- video	games	(excluding	patches	and	upgrades)
- Yes	- computer	software	(excluding	mobile	phone	apps,	and	patches\upgrades	to	software	already	owned
- Yes	- TV	programmes
- Yes	- Short	video	clips
- Yes	- e-books
- Yes	- other	type	of	file
- No
- Don’t	know

Reported	behaviour

Online	consumption



Spend:	Music – Games	– Computer	Software	– Films	–
TV	Programmes	– Books
Variables	have	remained	the	same	from	wave	4	(2013)	to	wave	8	(2018)

Approximately	how	much	have	you	spent	on	the	following	in	the	past	3	months?	Please	include	money	spent	
on	other	people,	where	they	haven’t	paid	you	back.	Enter	your	best	estimate	in	pounds	and	pence.

- Music	concerts	or	gigs
- Music	merchandise
- Music	tracks	or	albums	bought	on	CD	or	vinyl
- Music	tracks	or	albums	downloaded	or	streamed/accessed	online
- Music	subscriptions

Reported	behaviour

Spend



OMeBa – Harmonized	QIDs



People report highest 
use for audio-visual 
and music services. 

In comparison, fewer 
people report using 
online services for 
video games, or 
books.

Visualisation by Raphael Leung, Nesta from 
OMeBa consolidated data of  OCI surveys.



From 2013 to 2018:

Well-known music 
services increased 
from 2 to 4:  YouTube & 
Spotify joined by Apple 
Music & Amazon Music.

Others have dropped 
out:
● LoveFilm (a DVD-

by-mail company) 
folded

● Play.com

Visualisation by Raphael Leung, Nesta from 
OMeBa consolidated data of  OCI surveys.



Visualisation by Raphael Leung, Nesta from 
OMeBa consolidated data of  OCI surveys.



60% of  respondents above the age of  55 with Internet access said they stream/accessed nothing in the past 3 
months. Only 12% of  those aged 16-24 said they were digital non-streamers. Social class also plays a factor: 
36% of  middle class (ABC1) respondents with Internet access reported to have streamed nothing in the last 3 
months, whereas for working class (C2DE) respondents that proportion was 42%.

Visualisation
by Raphael Leung, Nestafrom 

OM
eBaconsolidated data of OCI surveys.
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eBaconsolidated data of OCI surveys.
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OM
eBaconsolidated data of OCI surveys.



There are clusters of  services 
that people often use together, 
but digital consumption mostly 
does not occur in silos of  
content types.

Visualisation by Raphael Leung, Nesta from 
OMeBa consolidated data of  OCI surveys.

Demand 5 
4OD
BBC iPlayer
ITV Player





OMeBa interface screen



OMeBa analysis window



Lessons from the OMeBa project

– Considerable potential added value of  temporal analysis
– Needs a rigorous social science led approach
– OMeBa tool is NOT a statistical analysis or visualisation tool
– OMeBa facilitates research by allowing combination of  any questions/variables, 

selection and CSV download

Main achievement has been to harmonise and consolidate publicly 
funded survey data over a five year period, evidencing change in how we 
consume culture
What are the policy implications? 



https://www.create.ac.uk/
omeba-resource-page/

http://copyrightcentral.arts.
gla.ac.uk/omeba/

A paper with visualisations from 
the OMeBa project will be 
published in December 2019.

https://pec.ac.uk/


